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Conflict Management in the
Academy: An Exploration
of the Issues

DAVID

W.

LESLIE

Conflict appears to be a universal characteristic of
human associations. It is difficult to imagine either simple or
complex relationships which are not in part defined by the nature
of the conflicts which test and vitalize the bonds people form with
each other. At the same time, it is difficult to accept conflict as a
natural and inevitable condition. It is an uncomfortable condition; one for which the natural tendency is to seek a resolution. As
a matter of fact, Coser [6] makes a case to the effect that the behavioral sciences-particularly sociology-long treated conflict as a
pathological phenomenon, as evidence of a sickness to be rooted out
and cured. Modern theoretical work tends rather to hold that conflict is a naturally occurring phenomenon, one which serves not
only positive but irreplaceable social functions.
It is surprising that in the literature on higher education there is
little work which can legitimately be said to treat conflict in the
latter sense. Rather, there is a pervasive emphasis, either implicit
or explicit, upon ways in which to reduce, eliminate, or deny the
manifestation of conflict in the academy. Blame is placed at the
feet of radical students, cosmopolitan faculty, insensitive bureaucrats, populist legislatures, and others. But no one would seriously
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deny that conflict is pandemic among the major academic institutions in our culture. In the late 1960s conflict emerged in its more
violent forms and, although there has since been a marked recession
in the resort to overt violence, there is little doubt that conflict remains a daily part of academic life. This paper represents a preliminary attempt to apply a useful conceptual approach to the understanding of conflict in colleges and universities. My purpose is
more to provoke thought than to present definitive solutions or
prescriptions. At the very least, it is hoped that a conscious confrontation with ideas about conflict will assist those "practitioners"
faced with the phenomenon in adjusting to its inevitability.
Conflict: a complex phenomenon.

The first choice one must

make in applying theories of conflict to a specific kind of institutional setting is from among the many perspectives which have
been used to assessand define the phenomenon. Economists (e.g.,
Kenneth Boulding), political scientists (e.g., Robert Dahl, S. M.
Lipset), students of industrial relations (e.g., Clark Kerr), social
theorists (e.g., Ralf Dahrendorf, Jessie Bernard), organization
theorists (e.g., Victor Thompson, James Thompson), psychologists
(e.g., Kurt Lewin, Nevitt Sanford), and others have all offered important statements about the nature, dynamics, and management
of conflict.
For the purposes of this essay, conflict will be treated as a social
phenomenon. This choice follows the persuasive logic of Nevitt
Sanford, viz.:
where our concern is with conflicts in organizations we will be wise
to give first attention, as a general rule, to the social processes of the
organization as a whole rather than to the psychological processes of
particular individuals [23].

It cannot be too strongly emphasized, however, that this approach
runs the risk of ignoring other important perspectives.
It is frequently assumed, for example, that conflict results from
irrational behavior in individuals. This assumption leads to the
conclusion that, if irrationality could be reduced, conflict would
likewise diminish. Irrationality, the reasoning goes, is a product
of one of two conditions. It is possible that the misbehaving in703
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dividual is the victim of emotional illness. On the other hand, it
is possible that for reason of informational deprivation he cannot
accurately perceive the realities which others perceive [4, 25]. The
solution in the first case is therapy. The solution in the second
case is usually taken to be improved communications.
But these explanations fail to account for the social structural
realities within which the individual must operate. Kurt Lewin
[14] theorized that the "tension level" in a social setting is in part a
function of the "lack of freedom to leave the situation as a result of
either an 'outer barrier' or an inner bond" [14]. The "inner
bond" represents the kinds of individual perceptual and emotional
conditions mentioned above which generate conflict without apparent reason. It is the "outer barrier" which represents the kinds of
social structural constraints that induce what we might call realistic
conflict. It will be the purpose of the remainder of this paper to
examine some internal conditions in colleges and universities underlying the emergence of "realistic conflict." 1
As social systems, colleges and universities have social structures.
These structures, whether they exist formally or informally, are
blueprints for control, hierarchies, "pecking orders." Each institution maintains its own order and goes to considerable lengths to
justify, to attach value to, the way in which privileges of control
and high status are accorded. Ralf Dahrendorf has suggested that
it is in the social structure of a given system that the genesis of
conflict can be sought. He points out the inevitable contests for
dominance that preclude the static definition of any structure.
These contests are not pursued with equal vigor in all systems at
all times, though. The intensity of the pursuit of dominance may
depend upon the degree to which a system is stable, persisting,
integrated, and consensual as opposed to the degree to which it is
changing, conflictual, and constraining [7]. To the extent that
1The intent is not to ignore or demean the importance of pathologically based conflict. However, the treatment of conflict as a pathological condition has, in the opinion of
this observer, received a heavy overemphasis. J. Victor Baldridge in his recent book,
Power and Conflict in the University, operated from the perspective to be employed here.
See, for example, his discussion of the "communications fallacy," a summary of the inadequacies of assumptions which point the way to diminished conflict via improved communications among the relevant parties. In J. Victor Baldridge, Power and Conflict in the
University (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1971), pp. 200-202.
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the members of a given system are alike on many dimensions and
can enjoy consensual agreements about values, one would expect
to find a relatively stable system characterized by peace (or at least
the absence of conflict). On the other hand, some systems are
composed of many different kinds of people who inevitably will
disagree with others on many dimensions; to the extent that the
members of such a heterogeneous system must come into contact
with each other, conflict of various kinds seems inevitable.
Clearly, in the past two decades and especially in the present one,
the constituents of colleges and universities and their diversities
have been multiplying at a profound rate. Universities tend often
to reflect the range of American (and perhaps human) social and
economic classes, political ideologies, and epistemological strategies. The long hallowed diversity among American institutions
of higher education has evidently been supplanted by an even
Jencks and Riesgreater diversity within individual institutions.
man [10] have pointed out the ways in which colleges and universities have become more alike in transcending parochial ties and in
Parsons provided
serving broader, more diverse constituencies.
an illustrative summary of this condition:
These circumstances essentially make the academic system an integral
part of the generally pluralistic society, with its egalitarian strains, and
its commitments to equality of opportunity as well as equality of basic
citizenship rights, its universalistic legal system and supporting moral
sentiments, its modified version of free enterprise, and its liberal political system [21].

In sociological terms, the university is far more heterogeneous now
than it seems ever to have been. It is, from Parsons' point of view,
a system almost coterminous with the pluralistic society of which it
is a part.
But in order to reach a better understanding of the ways in
which diversity operates in a given social setting to produce conflict, factors other than simple heterogeneity need to be explored.
Lipset has devoted some attention to the operation of "cleavages"
in the dynamics of political systems.This is a simple concept representing those lines upon which divisions among people or groups
are based. Cleavages can take many forms, among them the
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economic, racial, religious, and political divisions we clearly recognize. Obviously, cleavages increase in potency as a system takes
on increasingly diverse members. In Lipset's scheme, cleavages
become most potent when they begin to reinforce each other [15].
When a society is cloven to begin with along racial lines and adds
cleavages of economic status, residence, amount of education,
language, and other factors to the racial cleavage, the potential for
conflict builds toward an inevitable confrontation. The most important addition to the sum of cleavages seems to be possession of
the elements of social control by one "caste" or another. That is
to say, when the prize of dominance in the social structure is retained within a group which is on an exclusive side of a fairly
sweeping series of cleavages, the potential for destructive conflict is
present.
The literature on higher education supports the view that, as
social systems, colleges and universities may exhibit the kinds of
mutually reinforcing cleavages which make the emergence of conflict inevitable. First, and this is not true at all institutions, college and university decision-making is often conducted in an atmosphere of separate jurisdictions according to caste. The A.A.H.E.N.E.A.
Task Force on Faculty Representation and Academic
Negotiations discovered high proportions of various types of institutions in which either faculty or administrators exercised predominant control over certain issues. Those institutions were
contrasted with others in which "shared authority" was said to be
characteristic of decision-making processes [26]. Other studies
have uncovered the rule of faculty oligarchs in certain decisionmaking processes and there seem to be grounds for concluding
that at some institutions junior faculty are routinely excluded
from positions of power [19]. McGrath [18] has pointed out
further that students in American colleges and universities (contrasted with those in Canada), while having gained some measure
of formal access to decision-making structures in recent years, do
not exert much actual influence on many issues at many institutions. Surely the situation at most colleges and universities is
quite fluid at any moment, but evidence has accumulated to the
effect that-as is normal in most social systems-dominance in
academic institutions can easily reinforce other social cleavages
706
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and act to institutionalize a caste system. The key factor may not
be, for example, administrative dominance on a given issue.
There are some kinds of decisions which faculty would readily
concede to administrators. The critical point would arise in a
situation in which there was administrative dominance on all issues
(or most issues) and in which faculty and administrators differed
substantially on ideological or other grounds as well.
Somne examples might serve to illustrate the point. It might
well be in a given institution that trustees and administrators turn
out to be without exception educational conservatives, political
conservatives, white, Protestant, upper and middle class males who
commute to urban professional responsibilities from the suburbs
and exurbs. Faculty and students at the same institution might
just as well turn out to be (at least in substantial part) educational
liberals, political liberals, of lower socioeconomic origins with
urban residences, greater proportions of Catholics and Jews, and a
relatively high proportion of blacks. Should a wide variety of
value-laden decisions be controlled by trustees and administrators
at such an institution, conflict will be assured.
Student existence is a fruitful ground for identifying potent
A distinct and apparently impenecleavages at most institutions.
trable student culture emerges at many colleges and universities
because, one might speculate, students are forced by the institutionalization of cleavages to evolve for themselves a socially isolated
enclave. Their places of residence are usually de facto ghettos in
which their only significant contacts may be with other students.
Students are usually all of a similar age, all subject to similar, grating administrative restraints, all, in short, sharing virtually identical roles. When these structural realities are coupled with the
generally acknowledged impotence of student influence on serious
decisions, the emergence of protest-prone student communities becomes more predictable.
Another key factor in the emergence of conflict in colleges and
universities may lie in the tensions created by faculty responsiveness to colleague or professional authority and the university's
need, as a large organization, to bureaucratize many of its functions
in the interest of efficiency and accountability.
This inherent
dilemma has been repeatedly invoked as a source of the academy's
707
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difficulties [1, 9, 17]. The coexistence of professional and bureaucratic authority within an organization does not imply necessarily
that conflict must erupt. It is possible, as Hall [8] and LaPorte
[12] have suggested, for an organization to be hlomogeneous enough
throughout its various levels (e.g. former line professionals may
routinely move into administrative positions) to prevent the
emergence of accumulating cleavages coincident with the power
structure. But the university cannot be typed as a normal kind of
professional organization. Clark has discussed the contrast:
The university and the large college are fracturedby expertness,not
unified by it. The sheer variety of the experts supports the tendency
for authority to diffuse toward quasi-autonomous clusters. Thus,
faculty authority has in common with professionalauthority in other
places the protection of individual and group autonomy. It is different from professionalauthority in other places in the extremity of the
need for autonomy and in the fragmentationof authority around the
interestsof a large varietyof groups of roughly equal status and power
[5].

There is, then, a constant tugging and pushing over who should
have the right to make certain decisions and over the bases upon
which decisions should be made. A faculty mnemberwill often be
moved to advocate or do what he considers right, while the bureaucrat will be restrained by what is "authorized." And this is not
the end of it; faculty are split many ways by their various professions and their various approaches to truth, reality, and values.
Even within the faculty, there are multiple divisions beyond those
of profession. Cosmopolitans and locals, senior men and junior
men, departments with research missions and departments with
service missions, political activists and political apathetics, and
other distinctions bring faculty together in enclaves of varying
potency and mass, while isolating these enclaves from other factions.
Following our theorists like Dahrendorf and Lipset, we can
begin to recognize the perils involved when some enclaves begin to
line up against other enclaves consisteintly on a large number of
issues. It becomes especially dangerous when some enclaves capture control of decision-making power on a wide range of issues at
708
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the expense of the power of other enclaves. If, for example, certain classes of decisions become by default or intent the exclusive
province of institutional loyalists while professional entrepreneurs
are excluded consistently, the sparks will eventually fly.
The important point to be brought out of these examples is that
lining up important distinctions among organizational constituents
with the institutional power structure tends to increase the potential for conflict. Stable pluralist systems seem to require that
cleavages intersect and cross-cut each other rather than parallel
each other. Both Lipset and Coser have emphasized this point.
(Most universities can be called pluralist systems, but not all institutions of higher education can easily be so labelled. Small isolated liberal arts colleges, for example, may enjoy the comforts of
homogeneous constituencies denied to burgeoning urban colleges).
To the extent that inequities or grievances accumulate along
powerful lines of cleavage, the greater is the likelihood that conflict
will emerge.
For the purposes of this discussion it is sufficient to summarize
some of these points by pointing out that the modern public university is most emphatically not a cloistered retreat for like-minded
scholars. Large numbers of students and faculty from widely
divergent subcultures are thrown together without very clear expectations of each other. The membership of the university
changes rapidly. It is a wholly different place every few years.
Perhaps, indeed, that is a saving grace, for the bases out of which
conflict can readily emerge abound within the academic enterprise.
Conflict, in such a setting, can only be accepted as a way of life.
Smoothing over ruffled feathers and providing for token representation of alienated constituencies cannot possibly work as viable
strategic means of ridding the university of conflict.
There are two primary options in terms of strategy for dealing
over the long run witli the inevitability of conflict in higher education. The most difficult of these lies in a restructuring of the institution in order to (a) eliminate diversity within institutions,
and/or (b) redistribute power in such a way as to negate the potency of the kinds of accumulating cleavages which inevitably
occur. The second option is to accept institutional structures as
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they exist-diversity and cleavages notwithstanding-and
to legitimize conflict by providing formal chainnels for its inevitable expression.
The first solution may be impracticable for a complex series of
reasons. Obviously, most institutions are in no position suddenly to homogenize themselves via the adimissions and hiring
processes. Broadly accepted public ideologies demand the imaintenance of a relatively opein system of higher education. Further,
the variety of functions which institutions have generally taken onI
will inevitably result in diversity. Suggestions are made fromli
time to time that one feasible tactic may be the development of
relatively homogeineous subunits. Perhaps this option needs
serious exploration.
However, one must caution that the emergence of these subunits may only result in the substitution of one
kind of conflict for another; the potential for conflict among subunits remains a real issue.
Redistribution of power may in the end result in a cure worse
than the disease. An obvious outcoine would lie in the substantial
redefinition of iinstitutional purposes and character. In somlie
cases such a redefinition may be unavoidable, but the threat to
academic values and processes would be profound. If the issue is
institutional survival, traumatic changes in structure may prove
to be endurable, but if a fundamental sense of institutional mission
or tradition is at stake, careful analysis of what needs defending
should precede profound alterations [2]. Further, in reaching
viable accommodations among the internal constituencies of universities, a peril exists that the interests and powers of external
constituencies will be ignored. This paper has pointedly avoided
dealing with external forces which bear upon the exercise of decision-making in higher education, but the forces on the outside
are potent and frequently they do not appreciate the fine tuning
involved in academic politics. All of this is merely to point out
the extraordinary complexity of trying to effect a productive restructuring of the university. It seems to be a task fraught with
dangers at every turn.
Thus, the position taken here is that the only practical option
remaining is that of accepting conflict as a way of life in the academic world. Potential for conflict permeates the structures of
7IO
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universities and it cannot be wished away. The question then
becomes one of how to accept conflict and to deal with it in constructive ways. There is extensive literature on this topic which
includes at least one scholarly periodical, the Journal of Conflict
The range of issues, both theoretical and practical,
Resolution.
which need exploring includes problems ranging from international relations to industrial mediation and from the arbitration of
community disputes to adjudication by the courts. It is clearly
beyond the scope of this paper to begin such an exploration, but a
few illustrative comments can be offered.
Basically, adjusting to the permanence of conflict involves instituting formal mechanisms to drain away and to channel the
destructive urges of parties to a dispute. The implementation of
such mechanisms as collective bargaining, formal arbitration, appeals systems, and even the election of key administrative officers
(or at least providing somne formial means of holding tlhemnto account) all represent conmmon means of adapting to a perimanently
conflictual situation. By writing these kinds of mediating iiiechanisms into a constitution or whatever agreement governs relations in a given institution; "'rebellion' is licensed"; as North,
Koch, and Zinnes [20] have noted. And the assumption is that
licensed rebellion can be contained in ways that unlicensed rebellion cannot. In the absence of significant structural change, it
appears clear that at least the more pluralist of our institutions
must choose this latter path. Without research to support the
claim, it seems certain that a large number have already done so to
a greater or lesser extent, and it appears inevitable that maostmust
eventually do so.
The choice of strategies and tactics for dealing witlh conflict
presents a problem as coinplex as that involved in describing the
nature of the phenomenon.
Because conflict takes many foriris
and arises out of the interaction of complex conditions, it is nlot
manageable tlhrough the application of simple prescriptions.
First, a distinction slhould be made between strategic and tactical
approaches for coping with inevitable conflict. Strategic mechanisms might best be described as anticipatory devices which recognize the potential for disruptive conflict in advance and structure
situations to minimize anticipated confrontations.
Tactical ap7''
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proaches are found in mechanisms which serve to defuse, manage,
and resolve conflict in specific episodes. While this paper cannot
serve as a comprehensive review of the range of conflict management devices, several exanmples will be presented for illustrative
purposes.
Among the strategic devices available are tlhe "mechanisms of
segregation" proposed by Litwak [16] for "professional bureaucracies" such as "a large hospital, a graduate school, or a research
organization." He argues that the potentially conflicting forms of
relationships found in this type of organization require a certain
segregation of constituents as a way of minimizing inevitable conIflict between administrators and professional employees.
The first of these is "role separation," which involves a clear
separation of jurisdictions.
Some decisions are left wvholly to localized organizational subunits and others are left to ceintral offices.
Litwvaksees tlhis as a wvayof restricting "primary group bellavior to
one set of individuals aind formal relations to another." An obvious example exists in the formal authority of a central administrator to detei-inine the size and budget of a given department wlhile
the department retains the autlhority to deteriiine the wvayin whiclh
it will operate to ftulfull its mission. An adimiinistrator wvith a degree in political science inight provoke extreme reactions if lie
attempted to dictate the terms of curricular organization in inedicine, lawv,or agriculture. The 1high salience of professional traditions and value systenmsin universities denmandsa certain amiount of
role separation, permitting latitude of discretioin to professionals in
areas of their special competence.
In theory, the careftul circuimiscription of authority can help to avoid tests of will.
The second of Litwak's mechanisms is "plhysical separation,"
altlhough it wvasnot on-e supported with any real enthtusiasin. It is
probably deserving of only a minimum of attention in the cainpus
setting where tlhe concept of "community" as a physical and social
unit hiasacqluired uinassailable legitimacy. Newv trends in the differentiation of caimpus functions in nmulticanipus institutions introduce possibilities here, though. Lee and Bowen [13], in their treatment of the governanice of this emergent institutional form, discuss
the difference betwveen differentiation of campuses by functional responsibilities ("segmental organization") and by regional responsi7I2
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bilities. Segmental organization allows physical separation of the
graduate study and research functions from the provision of mass
undergraduate education. One need not document the tensions
caused by the juxtaposition of these inconsistent functions on the
same campus. (At the same time, physical separation of the undergraduate instruction function may easily devitalize and stultify
its character and quality; the price of separation may be undesirably high.)
Litwak's third mechanism was called the "transferral occupation." Where inconsistent kinds of relationships and values predominate among groups or subunits which are bound to each
other by functional requirements, an intermediary is interposed
as a way of avoiding irritating contacts. In industry, for example,
engineers perform a mediation and translation function between
scientists and production managers. A good example of the transferral occupation in higher education may be the student personnel
administrator. He mediates between students and various sources
of institutional authority, between those who look at issues ideologically (the younig) anid those who look at the same issues pragmatically (the older), between conventional morality and avantgarde life-styles, and between socioeconomic elite and the masses.
(Administrative assistants and teaching assistants seem in their own
vays to occupy transferral positions, also.) Varying enforcement
practices, extending elaborate procedural rights to offenders, and
the ability to disown the substance of policies wlhile carrying out
one's "duties" all represent useful devices of the transferral position.
The last mechanism of segregation is the use of "evaluationi procedures." Litwak introduces the idea as follows;
organizationscontaining conflicting social relations will operate more
efficiently if they have procedures for deciding at what point there
should be a shift from one form of social relation to another. This is
in contrast to the common assumption that the structure is permanent
[16, p. 184].

This view argues for keeping relationships fluid in form. There
are assumed to be times and places when hierarchical, formal relations should give way to less formal, more inclusive relations. Decisions handled in normal circumstances by someone with bureau7I3
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cratic authority might be passed to a committee of broadly based
membership in order to avoid confrontation.
There are also
times and places when the involvement of large numbers of people
in routine decisions inhibits collaborative effort and produces unnecessary conflict. Bureaucratization of these decision functions
would be indicated. The point is not so much that substantive
decisional outcomes would differ; it is only that the form of relationships inherent in the decision process can produce conflict in
and of itself.
Other strategic approaches to the management of conflict have
been proposed which suggest the opposite of segregation. Boulding [3], in particular, has advocated the use of "overriding organizations which include both parties" to a dispute. Where some level
of agreement among parties can be found, it may be productive to
bring them together in a high order council or committee whiose
function is to consider problems on a level at whiclh common views
can be found. The emergence of such bodies in the representative
councils at institutions like Penn State and Princetoin bears scrutiny for the effects they may have in bringing students, faculty, administrators, and others to some kinds of agreement. The basic
assumption of this strategy of inclusion is that the accumulation of
cleavages can be forestalled or counteracted when individuals in
disparate positions find themselves in agreement on at least some
issues. Piecemeal resolution of issues-even
in the face of substantial residual disagreements-at
least establishes soine basis for
trust, mutual positive regard, and the realization of some mutual
benefits (however small).2 Conflict tends under these circunstances to shift among coalitions of varying memberships according
to the issue at hand. Clashes among thoroughly alienated constituencies involving high stakes are avoided.
Tactical approaches to conflict management likewise assume a
number of forms. Essentially, they are methods to be employed
in the handling of particular conflict episodes.3 The use of spe2
See Lipset [15, p. 73], for a statement of this position as a prescription for stability ill
political systems.
3See, Louis R. Pondy [22] for a highly instructive conceptualization of conflict as an
episodic phenomenon consisting of five phases: (1) latent conflict (conditions), (2) perceived
conflict (cognition), (3) felt conflict (affect), (4) manifest conflict (behavior), (5) conflict aftermath. The aftermath stage is assumed to set up a new and altered set of conditions providing the latent setting for the next conflict (p. 300).
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cific tactics probably needs to be adjusted to the appropriate stage
in the conflict episode, as well as to the issue and personalities involved. One deals, for example, with perceptions and feelings in
different ways than one deals with behavior. A variety of both
formal and informal tactics can be described.
In recent years, the office of ombudsman has been created on
some campuses to deal with student grievances by attempting
through informal means to resolve specific disagreements. The
ombudsman has no direct power to provide redress or to effect
structural change. He can, by his visibility and access to key people explore the issues involved, provide opportunities to reconcile
conflicting perceptions, and absorb or drain off hostile feelings.
He seems to serve most effectively in cases of faulty communication
James Rust [23], ombudsman at
resulting in misunderstanding.
Michigan State University, reports, "Many of the complaints that
(students) bring to me are the result of misunderstanding or insufficient information." These are the kinds of cases that require
not the formal adjudicative machinery of appeals systems, but just
a receptive and neutral fact-finding agent.
Of greater concern, however, are incidents of manifest realistic
conflict. Parties are opposed to one another over real issues, and
they have entered a test of wills. A general assumption in these
cases is that some formal route needs to be available for expression
and resolution of the issues at hand. Formal mechanisms, as
Daniel Katz [11] has pointed out, are important tactical resources
in settings where conflict is inevitable:
"The development of
adjudication machinery puts the emphasis on conflict control
rather than conflict eradication." The value of resorting to these
formal tools lies in objectification through the identification of
elements in a given conflict and in the sequential and orderly analysis of these elements under the supervision of a neutral observer
(who is sometimes empowered to suggest equitable resolutions).
Agendas and rules of procedure imposed under these circumstances
cannot, obviously, change any of the conditions underlying the
emergence of a conflict episode, except insofar as they restrict the
kinds of resources which combatants can bring to bear upon one
another. Katz has made the point well when he suggests that
formal adjudicative machinery prevents the "drain (ing) off (of)
7I5
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vital organizational energy needed for the major purposes of the
organization" [11]. Conflict will inevitably occur, but it is less
debilitating to the organization in its manifest forms when it can
be isolated and contained and given the pathways for controlled
expression.
In response to intensifying conflicts of recent years, numerous
campuses have been exploring and implementing formal grievance
and appeals procedures for both faculty and students. Other institutions (specifically the University of Maryland and Ithaca
College) have made formal provision for arbitration by an external
agent-the National Center for Dispute Settlement of the American Arbitration Association-in
cases of appeals in student discipline proceedings. In increasingly greater numbers, faculty are
organizing to pursue collective bargaining (often described euphemistically as "professional negotiations") with their institutional
employers. These procedures can ritualize the handling of many
kinds of faculty-administrative conflict, especially when the scope
of bargaining is extended beyond salary and benefits issues.
(Some, of course, fear a pathological ritualization in the use of
bargaining procedures to structure a wide range of faculty-administrative contacts). Another common tactical device has emerged
in increasing appeals by various interests to the courts for impartial
and authoritative resolution of campus conflicts.
The primary alternative to formalization of conflict management tactics is continued reliance upon the stylistic and temporizing devices of informal campus politics. (Conciliatory symbolic
gestures, rap sessions, appointment of ad hoc committees, public
hearings, a disarming willingness to consult, etc. are common tactics). All of these represent critically important political devices
which need to be cultivated and used by those in power. As a
matter of fact, these informal coping mechanisms probably have to
be the primary tactical devices in dealing with most conflict episodes. What is at stake in some conflicts, however, is the very staThe formal mechbility and even the survival of the institution.
anisms which have been suggested should be available for use in
defense of institutional integrity when and if the informal channels
break down. When such a failure occurs, naked and public power
struggles occur in a more or less anarchic context. The debilitat7I6
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ing effect of these struggles lies in abandonment of the sense of institutional loyalty for a position in defense of personal interest.
The use of formal mechanisms is intended as a preventive device,
one which can permit the continued stability and preeminence of
institutional values despite the breakdown of informal channels
and interpersonal trust.
By way of conclusion, it is acknowledged that a number of provocative assumptions underlie the case made here. Many sincere
observers argue vociferously that the purpose and mission of the
modern university has been corrupted. Only a massive restructuring can "save" the academy in that view. Perhaps they are
right. Revolutions are traumatic events, however, and the outI would opt against
comes are sometimes horribly unpredictable.
the arguments for major structural change on the assumption that
the means are at hand for constructive adaptation to the inevitable
conflicts we shall endure. A second assumption is that parties to
fundamentally conflicting relationships can agree on appropriate
means for mediation. Perhaps they cannot. However, industrial
and governmental organizations seem to have employed the kinds
of formal mechanisms described briefly above with reasonable success. Even if the academy is not analogous to other organizations
in many respects, it is above all a human institution.
People have
long found ways of resolving their differences in routine ways.
Academics can at least try.
Finally, it may be assumed that the writer advocates collective
bargaining as a panacea. I do not. Collective bargaining remains an unknown quantity. Its effects cannot yet be discerned.
I suspect that in at least some cases the effect will be every bit as
profound as any restructuring of the distribution of power might
be. We need to observe developments very carefully in this field
before making judgments one way or another. At least a search
for alternatives to bargaining should be pursued.
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